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2022-09-01 - Fedora Tech Meeting
Time/Place
This meeting is a hybrid teleconference and slack chat. Anyone is welcome to join...here's the info:

Time: 11:00am Eastern Daylight Time US (UTC-4)
Audio/Video Conference Link:   

https://lyrasis.zoom.us/j/81195576163?pwd=MkIvektGQVhYdGpkZndNOE1DbG5UZz09

Meeting ID: 811 9557 6163
Find your local number: https://lyrasis.zoom.us/u/kKttE88vD
Join us on the #Tech channel on Fedora Slack: https://forms.gle/MjgCvNch7eaRoXRb8

Attendees 
Danny Bernstein 
Arran Griffith   
Jared Whiklo - out
Ben Pennell
Michael Ritter 
Demian Katz  - Meeting Chair 
Jon Roby 
James Alexander 

  Calvin Xu

**Each week a meeting chair will be assigned based on a rotating schedule.**

 - denotes note taker

Agenda
Announcements:
New tickets:

 -   FCREPO-3844 Runtime filtering options for the Camel Toolbox reindexing service OPEN

 -   FCREPO-3845 Update repository count validation for Head Only CLOSED

Updates on Backlog Tickets:

 -   FCREPO-3784 camel-spring-javaconfig has been deprecated OPEN

 -  FCREPO-3762 Add integration smoke test for fcrepo-camel-toolbox-app module OPEN

 -   FCREPO-3780 LDPath and Marmotta path over blank nodes in fcrepo-camel-toolbox 6.0.0 CLOSED

 -   FCREPO-3842 Design Stats Collection Service CLOSED

 -   FCREPO-3841 Add text and registration link to registration page to all API responses CLOSED

 -   FCREPO-3839 Add Banner with registration pitch and link to registration page to All HTML UI pages CLOSED

 -   FCREPO-3838 Intermittent java.lang.IllegalStateException when retrieving RDF CLOSED

 -   FCREPO-3843 Handle Escape Characters CLOSED

In review tickets:

 -   FCREPO-3837 Improve Feedback in Validation Tool CLOSED

 -   FCREPO-3836 Migration-utils generate invalid RDF triple if xml:lang is present CLOSED

 -   FCREPO-3673 Add support for transactions in fcrepo-java-client CLOSED

 -   FCREPO-3655 application/link-format returns multiple entries for the same second CLOSED

Other topics:
Migrations?
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Notes:

Announcements:

Arran –

Governance meets next Thurday (8  Sept),th

Developer role - Interviews being scheduled and applications will be accepted until post filled

11-19th September Arran will be at iPres in Glasgow

Fedora presence at DLF [Baltimore 9-13 Oct] includes workshop, 2x lightening talks & poster

Nabeela Jaffer - 

Uni of Michigan, Programme Manager, currently on Fedora 4.5, Samvera user.

Looking to set up a vanilla fedora 6 and share relevant resources with her team. 

Is starting work with Fedora 6 as part of Hydrax and Valkyrie (the adaptation layer) integration sprint.

A number of Samvera users are likely waiting on this in order to migrate to Fedora 6.

LMU Munich are on 4.x, so may be able to help.

New tickets:

FCREPO-3844 - Runtime filtering options for the Camel Toolbox reindexing service RECEIVED

FCREPO-3845 - Update repository count validation for Head Only IN PROGRES

 Mike Ritter opened ticket as this needs to be updated for migration.

Updates on Backlog Tickets:

FCREPO-3784 - camel-spring-javaconfig has been deprecated OPEN

Danny - can stay open. Not particularly urgent.

FCREPO-3762 - Add integration smoke test for fcrepo-camel-toolbox-app module OPEN

Should be done but the app does have tests.

FCREPO-3780 - LDPath and Marmotta path over blank nodes in fcrepo-camel-toolbox 6.0.0 OPEN

Danny - This has been open for a while & there has been discussion of xslt service to replace this.

No plan for LDPath implementation replacement (and no candidates for this).

These tickets seem to have persistent presence

[see Planning backlog on Fedora Project page -

https://fedora-repository.atlassian.net/jira/software/c/projects/FCREPO/boards/7/backlog?issueLimit=100 ]

They appear to be backlog from Camel Toolbox sprint

Danny agreed to action retiring the board

FCREPO-3842 - Design Stats Collection Service OPEN

Danny - Discussed from last week, feature to encourage folks to share with community,

as part of gathering stats & exporting them,

https://fedora-repository.atlassian.net/jira/software/c/projects/FCREPO/boards/7/backlog?issueLimit=100


2 part conversation - with Governance and how to best go about this

FCREPO-3841 - Add text and registration link to registration page to all API responses OPEN

Arran

FCREPO-3839 - Add Banner with registration pitch and link to registration page to All HTML UI pages OPEN

FCREPO-3838 - Intermittent java.lang.IllegalStateException when retrieving RDF OPEN

Danny will take ticket. Demian will help.

FCREPO-3843 - Handle Escape Characters IN PROGRESS

Mike - this shld now work correctly

In review tickets:

FCREPO-3837 - Improve Feedback in Validation Tool IN REVIEW

Demian will test.

FCREPO-3836 - Migration-utils generate invalid RDF triple if xml:lang is present IN REVIEW

Mike reviewed this, tbc when Jared returns

FCREPO-3673 - Add support for transactions in fcrepo-java-client IN REVIEW

Mike will look at recent comments

FCREPO-3655 - application/link-format returns multiple entries for the same second IN REVIEW

Jared's ticket - agreed to close as merged.

Other topics:

Migrations

Villanova migration - has completed successful migration ater running process for a week. 

Demian is willing to do further testing on issues identified and releases relating to these issues are likely within the next 1-2 months.

Validation tool fix (FCREPO-3837) would be good but the char set bug [I assume this is FCREPO-3838?] would be more useful, though not critical.

Danny will liaise with Demian to test.

Demian will be out for 2 weeks.
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